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RR-50 NF
DESCRIPTION:

RR-50 NF is an off-white, free flowing highly alkaline, powdered product. It is a combination of alkaline detergents, 
chelating agents, foam control agents, wetting agents and dispersants. RR-50 NF has a pH of 13.0 at use 
concentrations.

PURPOSE:
RR-50 NF’s foam controlling agents and extra high strength alkalinity make it the product of choice for spray 
cabinet cleaning. It is especially effective where rust removal is a problem.

RR-50 NF rapidly removes grease, oil, dirt, sludge, loose carbon deposits, engine varnish, rust, engine 
enamels and paints from ferrous and certain non-ferrous metals. These characteristics make it a natural for 
automotive repair shops, oilfield equipment rebuilders and maintenance crews, machine shops, diesel shops, 
remanufacturers, compressor rebuilders, etc. (DO NOT use on aluminum, galvanized, brass, bronze, or 
Babbitt!)

RR-50 NF is also highly effective and an excellent compound for hot-soak vat operations.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
SPRAY CABINETS: Use at 2 to 8 ounces per gallon of water. For many operations, 4 ounces per gallon works 
best. For maximum rust removal, use at 6 to 8 ounces per gallon at 1850F. with wash cycle time of at least 30 to 
40 minutes.

Always add RR-50 NF to lukewarm water. Addition to a hot solution may result in tank boil over. Wear rubber 
gloves and eye protection when adding RR-50 NF to tank.

“Sweeten” the cabinet as needed by addition of RR-50 NF to replace that lost by drag-out and reaction with soil. 
How often a reservoir is “sweetened” and how much is added will vary from business to business.

HOT VATS: (where no foam is desired) Use at concentrations of 8 ounces to 2 pounds per gallon, depending on 
degree of soil. This is effective on baked-on soils and greases on all types of equipment.

Always add RR-50 NF to lukewarm water when making up vat solution or when “sweetening” vat. After RR-50 NF 
is added, heat vat to between 1600 and 1950F. Set temperature according to degree of soil and time requirements.

ADVANTAGES:
1. Foam control agents make it ideal for spray cabinet cleaning and other procedures requiring foam free operation.
2. RR-50 NF contains ingredients necessary for fast, efficient removal of many types of soil including rust from all

types of ferrous metal parts.
3. RR-50 NF contains additives to reduce dusting, maintain free flow and retard moisture retention.
4. Contains alkaline activated chelator to remove rust and help prevent flash re-rusting.
5. Contains dispersants to prevent soil fallout and redeposition of soil.
6. Multi-purpose and versatile. May be used in a number of different areas and in a number of different cleaning

systems.
7. Has powerful saponifying and emulsifying properties.
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PRECAUTIONS:
DANGER: POISON (UNDER FEDERAL CAUSTIC POISON ACT)

CAUSES BURNS, HARMFUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED

Contains sodium hydroxide (caustic soda, lye). Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Avoid breathing dust or mist. DO NOT 
SWALLOW. When handling, wear face shield or goggles, rubber gloves and protective clothing. While mixing, add slowly to 
surface of water and avoid splattering. Always add to lukewarm water. DO NOT use to clean aluminum, galvanized, brass, 
bronze or Babbitt. They may damage and deactivate the chelator. Use with good ventilation.

IF SWALLOWED: NEVER GIVE ANYTHING BY MOUTH TO AN UNCONSCIOUS PERSON. DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. 
Give large quantities of water. If available, give several glasses of milk. If vomiting occurs spontaneously, keep airway clear. 
SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY.

EYE CONTACT: Immediately flush with plenty of cold water for at least 15 minutes. CALL A DOCTOR IMMEDIATELY. Object 
is to flush material out immediately, THEN SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION. Washing eyes within one minute is essential to 
achieve maximum effectiveness. Hold lids apart to ensure flushing of the entire surface.

SKIN CONTACT: Brush off excess. Immediately wash contaminated areas with plenty of water for 15 minutes. SEEK 
MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY FOR BURNS AND ANY SERIOUS EXPOSURE. If irritation persists on any type 
of exposure, see a doctor. DO NOT apply salves or ointment for 24 hours to affected areas unless directed by medical 
personnel.

FOR CONTAMINATED CLOTHING: Remove immediately and wash before reuse. Discard footwear which cannot be 
decontaminated. 

Consult SDS for more detailed information on the safe handling of this product.

FOR COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY!
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN!

HOW TO MEASURE A VAT

To measure a vat you will need to multiply its:

L(length) ft. x W(width) ft. x D*(depth) ft x 7.48 = (gallons of working solution)
or

L(length) in. x W(width) in. x D(depth) in. ÷1728 x  7.48 = (gallons of working solution)

* To arrive at the proper depth measurement, you must measure from the top of the working solution inside the vat to
the bottom of the vat, NOT from the top of the vat itself. DO NOT put tape measure inside of vat. MEASURE FROM
THE OUTSIDE ONLY.

TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF VAT PRODUCT THE CUSTOMER WILL NEED

Gallons of Working Solution x Recommended Product Concentration = Product Quantity

For Example: Recommended product concentration is 1 pound per gallon solution:
Vat measurement: 5 x 3 x 2 = 224.40 gallons x 1 = 225 pounds of product

Recommended product concentration is 1½ pounds per gallon of solution:
Vat measurement: 5 x 3 x 2 = 224.40 gallons x 1.5 = 338 pounds of product

Warranty and Liability Disclaimer

The above information and recommendations concerning this product are based upon laboratory tests and field use experience; 
however, since conditions of actual use are beyond our control, any recommendations are made without warranty, expressed or 
implied. Manufacturer’s and seller’s sole obligation shall be to replace the portion of the product shown to be defective. Neither 
shall be liable for any loss, damage or injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of this product.
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